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DESCRIPTION:

SS 2022
SPECIALIZED PERFORMANCE
INSTINCT S

INSTINCT S

TRUST YOUR 
INSTINCTS.

RETAIL PRICE:

HIGHLIGHTS
 ● Glove like fit with a powerful toe. 

 ● High precision for a slip-on model

NEW FEATURES
 ● CTS tension system.

 ● Hand made XS Grip 2 heel with M50 inlay.

 ● REB elastic closure remains stronger for longer.

The new INSTINCT S is a slipper with extra toe power, 
taking advantage of the new CTS technology. It offers 
surprisingly high toe precision for a slip-on shoe, with the 
elasticated fit of M50 rubber combined with tension rubber. 
Featuring a slightly asymmetrical, downturned shape, with a 
medium angled toe box.

-.00 €



TECHNICAL DETAILS:
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SEASON:
CATEGORY:
PRODUCT:

SS 2022
SPECIALIZED PERFORMANCE
INSTINCT S

FIT: SHAPE:

SOLE:

ACTIVE RANDING:

INSOLE:

UPPER:

Half-length Flexan 1.0mm insert spreads 
the force in the forefoot and allows for 
excellent flexibility in the rear of the shoe.

Multi-panel upper with seamless big 
toe panel and seamless four-toe panel 
for the best custom molding fit. Full 
microfiber upper with REB reinforced 
elastic closure. 

VIBRAM XS GRIP2 RUBBER
½ length split sole, with 3.5 mm Vibram® 
XS Grip2 rubber under the forefoot 
and heel. Vibram® XS Grip2 delivers 
excellent friction with enough firmness 
for moderate edging.

A MEDIUM VOLUME  
best suited for users with 
a medium width foot.

A CENTER SHAPED 
SHOE TOE  
where the toe point is 
longest at the centre of the 
toe box.

CTS-Combined Tension System 
The CTS is a combination of elastic 
tension rubber that controls the length 
of the shoe and soft high friction rubber 
that surrounds the forefoot. 
The soft M50 rubber evenly distributes 
power around the toe area and reduces 
pressure on the little toes. The harder 
tension rubber supports the big toe area 
and inside edging zone and is directly 
connected to the heel. The result is 
outstanding strength and precision on 
small footholds.

HIGHLY DOWNTURNED 
These shoes exhibit a high 
angle of down turn in the 
shoe shape from the heel to 
toe tip increasing the focus of 
power at the tip of the shoe.

MEDIUM ASYMMETRY
These shoes exhibit a medium 
angle of asymmetry in the 
shoe shape from the heel to 
the toe tip giving a balance of 
toe power, flex and comfort.
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TECHNOLOGIES:

RUBBER COMPOUNDS

M50 Rubber
M50 is our softest rubber  
compound offering the best levels of 
adaptability to the natural curves of the 
foot and toes. This morphing rubber 
compound is developed for use in our 
SRT system, toe patches and strategic 
positioning around the shoe upper.

REB 
We combined the upper elastic band 
of the classic slipper design with the 
innovative rubber-string system to 
create the REB and offer a dependable 
and long-lasting fit. Narrow shaped 
strings of PU are bonded with the elastic 
to strengthen it ensuring that the slippers 
stay glued to your feet time after time.
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PRODUCT:

STYLE APPLICATION USE

Sport Climbing
Bouldering
Multi-pitch
Indoor

0 542 31

INSTINCT S

Black - Azure

70039 - 000
34 - 45 (with ½ sizes) 
Microfiber  
XS Grip2 Vibram® 3.5 mm
240 g  (½ pair size 41)
41

Code: 
Upper:
Sole:
Sizes:
Weight:
Sample size:

Sport climbing, bouldering 
& indoor climbing


